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Biography: 

For the past four years, I have taught at Mary McDowell Friends School in Brooklyn, NY 
while completing my MA at Teachers College. During this time I have taught in a variety of 
content areas, including a religious studies course titled “Quaker History & Practice”. I’ve 
utilized this class as an opportunity to explore with students both the depth of the Quaker faith, 
and the breadth of comparative religion and philosophy. Although I do not self-identify as 
strictly “Quaker,” (for reasons relevant to this proposal), while growing up I had many personal 
experiences with the tradition, including attending a Quaker high school. I also attended a 
residential Quaker summer camp, where I later went on to work as a counselor, manager, and 
assistant director. However, having studied philosophy at the undergraduate and graduate level, I 
have also been acutely influenced by a breadth of ethical perspectives that have challenged my 
commitments to the beliefs I was raised upon. 
 
Workshop description 

The focus of my workshop will be on the nature of philosophical dialogue within the 
cosmopolitan religious studies context. Working in an institutionally-affiliated Friends school, I 
have had to reconcile a certain tension between normativity and criticality in my classroom. To 
what extent should my class serve as a prescriptive offering to promote the value of Quaker 
ideals and teachings vs. a more objective, critical environment in which to analyze the faith and 
explore relevant commonalities and differences with other global faith traditions? 
 

This tension may be explored through the lens of cosmopolitanism, a philosophical 
tradition that studies the possibility of human existence in a ‘world community’. In The Teacher 
and the World, David Hansen of Teachers College proposes a cosmopolitan worldview in 
education characterized by “reflective openness to new people and new ideas, and reflective 
loyalty toward local values, interests, and commitments.” 
 

What are the possible ramifications for such a balanced worldview in the religious studies 
classroom? To answer this question, I will ask workshop participants to consider a range of 
ethical and metaphysical claims that may arise in a religious studies course. Placing such claims 



within a variety of religious/institutional contexts, how would educators rate the contestability of 
such claims? For example, ought a pacifist institution teach non-violence as a universal good? In 
a more pluralist environment, ought all religious commitments, including a belief in 
homosexuality as a sin, be up for discussion? What do we gain/lose from greater loyalty to the 
local vs. greater openness to the global? Workshop participants will be called on to consider their 
home institution’s own ethical commitments (if applicable, religious commitments) and how 
such commitments frame the boundaries of philosophical conversation with students. Together 
we will discover how boundaries can serve to either guide or restrain discourse within a 
classroom community. 
 
Workshop agenda and materials: 

1) Powerpoint with overview of my background, description of my course, current 
pedagogical perspectives and enduring questions 

2) Handout with example claims to be placed along a visual “spectrum of contestability” in 
a given institutional context 

3) Small group discussions based on handout 
4) Large group share 

 
 
Request for Financial Assistance: 

* For some reason, I am unable to also attach a separate document with my request for 
financial assistance. I have included this request below instead: 
 
I am writing to request a $250 financial assistance award to defer partial costs for my attendance 
at PLATO 2019. As an early-career teacher just finishing graduate school, my resources are 
limited. Cost of travel from New York City as well as lodging in Florida will likely cost over 
$400. This assistance would be tremendously appreciated. 
 
Best, 
John Keenan 
Upper School Head Teacher, Mary McDowell Friends School, Brooklyn, NY 
MA Philosophy and Education, Teachers College, Columbia University 
 


